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About This Game

Lemuria: Lost in Space is a unique adventure, full of mysteries, puzzles and
shocking discoveries. It's a combination of point 'n click adventure, RPG and

survival game.

Play VR edition - with free first-person movement and full HTC Vive support!

 Explore over 100 rooms of the spaceship, solve dozens of puzzles, find valuable resources and fight with security
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turrets and other enemies patrolling the ship;

 Uncover the story of the lost crew of Lemuria 7. The ship has been missing for over 70 years - find out what exactly
happened to them;

 Acquire new skills allowing you to hack computer terminals or even the spaceship network to avoid fighting with
patrolling robots;

 Challenge yourself in demanding mini-games that will test your logical thinking and maths skills;

 Feel the unique atmosphere of the abandoned spaceship with the original soundtrack, composed by Ree-D.

 Play now - free demo available.

The Lemuria 7 spaceship has been missing for over 70 years.
Now it is back in the Solar System, however there are no crew members on it. It's also unclear how the Lemuria 7 has returned

and why it has been seriously damaged.

In Lemuria: Lost in Space, you play as Abrix - the robot with AI that may operate in extreme temperatures, high levels of
radiation and that yields weapon and hacking modules in order to explore the whole ship.

Abrix has an ability to overrun security systems. The unique hacking mini-game will challenge your math, geographic and
logical thinking skills. There is no time to check Wikipedia - every mistake costs you valuable resources!

Abrix has a special software that allows him to upgrade himself during the mission. You need to be very careful - if you run out
of batteries or an anti-radiation cloak, the mission is aborted and the game is over.

In order to explore over 100 rooms of the spaceship, you'll need to solve dozens of puzzles, find valuable resources for the robot
and fight with security turrets and other enemies patrolling the ship.
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Solving puzzles not only rewards you with priceless resources, but also uncovers the story of the lost crew of Lemuria 7. The
level of challenge depends on difficulty - so choose wisely or you'll need to start from scratch.

The game demo is available now!

FAQ
Q - What is the diffrence between this game and original "Lemuria: Lost in Space"?

A - VR edition is remastered in many ways and now it contains:
  - Free first person movement with WASD and controller support,

  - Full HTC Vive VR support with intuitive GUI, smart teleportation system, very easy and ready to play fighting system
  - Easier to use items

  - Bug fixes

Q - My HTC Vive controllers are not working.
A - Turn off the game, go to SteamVR and make sure that controllers are on. Then start the game again.

Q - I can't start the game, Steam tells that it's already running.
A - Restart SteamVR, Steam client, and try to start the game again.

Q - Can I play without VR hardware?
A - You can play on any monitor, without VR hardware - using a mouse and keyboard or a controller.

Q - Do you plan to support diffrent VR hardware than HTC Vive?
A - We are working on porting the game to the next platforms and systems, but we can not promise at this time any specific

date.

Q - What are hardware requirements for playing with HTC Vive
A - Graphic: GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or better

  CPU: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350, or better
  More: see HTC Vive Steam store page
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Title: Lemuria: Lost in Space - VR Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-3210 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,Polish
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WEhat cha I say about his AWESOME arcade game? It made me remember when I was a child and I used to go to video games
arcade. Playing Galaga or Space Invaders. Lovely music, addictive! What else? Great visual effects and it's quite difficult at a
certain point.
So.., INSERT COIN guys! And PLAY!

Also, you can chek my review (in Spanish) about the game. Enjoy!

https://youtu.be/fP_oWu1Zho8. The best worst game I've ever played.

WELCOME TO THE BONEZONE. Great game if you have loads of time and want a good story.
The water colour style portrays the gamebook style well, with a good voice over reminding me of early 40-60 sci-fi narration.
The decisions on offer do not have always have obvious outcomes were the theme is exploring an alien ship it is very fitting that
you at times have some pure guess work based on loose clues.
The big BUT: the action parts of the game if it wasn't for the amount of time and button clicks it takes to just move around
would be a non talking point letting the gamebook gameplay shine, but it is so slow and messes so badly with the pacing of the
game if you can only pick a few games to fill a small amount of time you get them give this game a wide birth. Plus the storyline
is not really simple enough to fit into a pick up and put down style, which for me is a plus but again for people with busier
schedule would be a negative.

Full review\/gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/9qmtk0g1KZM. only play it for the bobs and vagene. Trash, ♥♥♥♥ Linden Labs. I
saw boobs 10\/10 would play for 20 more hours!. Its a trap, not Worth it. Just buy "Shen last gift, Alien hunters, War of the
Chosen and original game Xcom 2" separately. Other DLC not worth your money, they heavy, they expensive for their price,
they make game load longer...
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Dage ne vzdrachnyl. I got this because I liked all the other Painkiller games/dlc. But after playing this I found that I didn't hate it
but I didn't like it either. It's not bad bad but it's just not as good as the others before it but what can you expect for $2. Its really
gay dude never should have bought it.. Bears can't drift!? Well, actually they can and they do it pretty well. This is one of the
best, if not the best clone of mario carts on the pc. The bears look adorable and cute, driving system is really nicely done, game
shows you right path with the wind or arrows on the road. For the current price it's a "must" buy. I'd recommend it even if I'd
buy it for the double price. It's a great casual game for both adults and children.. I would definitely recommend this game for
anyone who enjoys rpgs, such as myself. I have been playing for a little while, and while i still have a strong character on the
game, the people that join your alliance will prove themselves in the quests. It does look alot like old school rpgs with you
having to run into creatures to do battle. I enjoyed the battle with the yeti, and eventhough i didnt know how to heal myself or
bring myself back, i did a good job on the mission.. A game that leaves you doing a lot of guess work with no tutorial. If you
aren't used to builder games, don't buy it as it will just frustrate you. Learning curve is steep and takes time to get used to it and
the controls. Not worth full price I bought it at 51% but still contemplating if I want my money back or not. If you have the time
and patience to put into the game it is worth it. If you want a game you can just quickly jump in and play this isn't it.. One of
very few games in the CRTS genre, its depth and complexity stem from mechanics reminiscent of a falling block puzzle game.
It's up there among my absolute favorite games, I just wish it was more well-known.. Soundtrack and visuals for this game are
amazing. That combined with it's unique, but familar arcade gameplay make this my favorite llamasoft game.
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